Dashboard - Bug #50684
mgr/dashboard: fix base-href: revert it to previous approach
05/07/2021 09:18 AM - Avan Thakkar

Status: Resolved
Priority: Immediate
Assignee: Avan Thakkar
Category: General
Target version: v17.0.0
Source: 
Tags: pacific, octopus, nautilus
Backport: pacific, octopus, nautilus
Regression: No
Severity: 1 - critical
Reviewed: 

% Done: 0%

Affected Versions:
ceph-qa-suite:
Pull request ID: 41218
Crash signature (v1):
Crash signature (v2):

Description
Currently the dashboard with a url_prefix is broken as base_href is not generated correctly in this case. For now the suggestion is to just revert it back to document.write() approach.

Related issues:
Related to Cleanup #50655: mgr/dashboard: dashboard not working with a URL prefix added
Pending Backport
Copied to Dashboard - Backport #50722: octopus: mgr/dashboard: fix base-href:.... Resolved
Copied to Dashboard - Backport #50723: pacific: mgr/dashboard: fix base-href:.... Resolved
Copied to Dashboard - Backport #50724: nautilus: mgr/dashboard: fix base-href:.... Resolved

History
#1 - 05/07/2021 09:18 AM - Avan Thakkar
- Related to Cleanup #50655: mgr/dashboard: dashboard not working with a URL prefix added

#2 - 05/07/2021 09:24 AM - Avan Thakkar
- Subject changed from mgr/dashboard: fix base-href: revert it to previous change to mgr/dashboard: fix base-href: revert it to previous approach

#3 - 05/10/2021 08:29 AM - Ernesto Puerta
- Status changed from Fix Under Review to Pending Backport
- Pull request ID set to 41218

#4 - 05/10/2021 08:54 AM - Avan Thakkar
- Status changed from Pending Backport to Fix Under Review

#5 - 05/10/2021 08:54 AM - Avan Thakkar
- Status changed from Fix Under Review to Pending Backport

#6 - 05/10/2021 09:08 AM - Avan Thakkar
- Copied to Backport #50722: octopus: mgr/dashboard: fix base-href: revert it to previous approach added

#7 - 05/10/2021 09:08 AM - Avan Thakkar
- Copied to Backport #50723: pacific: mgr/dashboard: fix base-href: revert it to previous approach added

#8 - 05/10/2021 09:08 AM - Avan Thakkar

06/05/2021
- Copied to Backport #50724: nautilus: mgr/dashboard: fix base-href: revert it to previous approach added

#9 - 05/10/2021 09:35 AM - Ernesto Puerta
- Priority changed from Normal to Immediate
- Severity changed from 3 - minor to 1 - critical

#10 - 05/10/2021 10:21 AM - Ernesto Puerta
- Tags set to regression

#11 - 05/11/2021 07:49 AM - Ernesto Puerta
- Status changed from Pending Backport to Resolved
- Target version set to v17.0.0